CASA’S GROWTH TIMELINE
CHANGES NAME TO
CASA CENTER FOR
POSITIVE SOCIAL CHANGE

2012

Casa’s mission and prevention education
approach dramatically changed and increased
by teaching positive social and emotional
competencies. As a result of this shift in focus,
Casa has achieved significant positive
outcomes for youth helping them to understand
their motivations, interact positively with one
another, learn skills to build confidence
and become a more positive force in
their surroundings.

BEGINS TEACHING
BULLY PREVENTION
PROGRAMS

1995

Always with the goal to “seek the root of
the problem” of abuse and violence, Casa
expanded our services teaching programs to
prevent children, and teens from becoming
abusive people teaching bullying prevention education programs soon to become
the largest provider and experts on bullying
prevention in the state of Arizona.

ADDS VICTIM
COUNSELING SERVICES

1976

Casa then adds counseling services
providing counseling for over 30 years to
approximately 40,000 children, teens and
adult female and male victims of abuse;
particularly sexual exploitation and violence.
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BEGINS TEACHING SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
(SEL)

2005

Casa significantly expands Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) programs to teach
positive emotional intelligence skills while replacing negative behaviors to help guide students to
refine their thinking, learning and communicating
skills to manage their emotions and reach their
greatest potential.

1985

BEGINS DATING VIOLENCE
PREVENTION PROGRAM
Casa creates a teen dating violence
prevention program teaching healthy
relationship skills reaching over
60,000 teens.
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1980

BEGINS PREVENTION
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
FOR CHILDREN

Casa created a sexual abuse prevention
program reaching students as young as
pre-school to teach them how to recognize,
refuse and report abuse and violence. To
date, Casa has taught this program to
1 million children resulting in stopping abuse
for thousands and helping in the arrest of
numerous sex offenders.

1973

OPENS 24- HOUR
HOTLINE AND
ADVOCACY SERVICES

Casa’s opened a sexual assault, sexual abuse
and domestic violence crisis response hotline
and victim service in Valley ER rooms. Over two
decades, Casa became the largest crisis hotline
in Arizona, serving over 150,000 children, teens
and adult callers, and assisting over 12,000
victims of abuse and violence in ER rooms.

